
Adjustable Cake Slicer Stainless Steel Circle Mousse Ring 

Main features of Adjustable Cake Slicer - Stainless Steel Circle Mousse Ring

Adjustable

Round, flexible, adjustable size at will. One ring is equivalent to multiple rings of different sizes.
The scale on the ring is clear, more accurate and much easier to fix a appropriate size.

 

Aluminum or Stainless steel

High quality materials, food safe, high hardness, good corrosion resistance, durable

 

Seven-layer slicing

Slice baked cakes to create different creative works

 

Free zooming is effortless

Ingenious design, easy to operate in effortless. Simple to use, as long as you break the two handles
on the Mouss circle, pull out can become larger, pull in is smaller.

 

Multifunctional

It can be used to make round cakes such as Tiramisu and Mousse cakes, or as a cake layer cake
slicer. It is very convenient and practical.

 

Specification of existing models from China mousse ring manufacturer

TSMR04 Size S: diameter from 160mm to 200mm, height 90mm

TSMR04 Size M: diameter from 240mm to 300mm, height 90mm

Customized size and patterns is welcomed in Tsingbuy cake tools factory.

 

Pictures of Adjustable Cake Slicer - Stainless Steel Circle Mousse Ring

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/cake-tools.htm


 













 

Factory and showing room pictures from China baking pan manufacturer

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products.html


 



About us

Tsingbuy Industry Limited is the leading China bakeware manufacturer and we have been
always striving to producing the best baking products, raging from sheet pans, loaf pans/toast tins,
baguette trays, OEM industry cup trays, bakery trolley, cooling rack and many other series of
bakeware tools to baking related tools like banneton baskets, PP baskets, bakery couche, baking mat
and so on. We have many successful and pleased customization cases by cooperation with
International customers. We have also taken a leading role as China mousse ring
manufacturer with factory ability to provide high-quality stainless steel mousse ring to
international customers and customized service with professional team.

https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/tart-ring.htm
https://www.chinabakeware.com/products/tart-ring.htm
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